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hardly less important than the musical one; the name
" Paderewski" had to evoke not only the nostalgia of
Chopin's Nocturnes and the thundering magnificence of
Liszt, but also the vision of a strange creature of white and
gold. At first many newspapers accused him of seeking
sensationalism in his appearance, which only showed how
little they understood the virtuoso. No matter how wonder-
ful his art may be, to his audience he remains the visible
bridge that leads from his art to the shrine that the audience
has formed around his name.
The romanticism of Paderewski's playing corresponded to
the picturesqueness of his hair; the elegance of his
arpeggios and his scales was not surprising in one who
moved with such grace ; the gentleness of his touch
went well with the courteousness which his audiences
admired so much from the moment he appeared on the
platform. Inasmuch as those artistic qualities were the
outcome of hard work, so were also the corresponding
details of his personal appearance. His graceful manner,
his elastic walk across the platform, may have been natural;
but he-tried consciously and in front of a mirror to make
them more perfect. Nothing was left to chance—from his
hair to the smiling bow with which he thanked his audiences.
Movements of the body during his playing, too, were con-
trolled. The emotion of his playing might have excused
him, had he rocked back and forth on his seat as he flung
his hands upon the keyboard, or swayed from side to side
the while his hands stormed in impressive passages up and
down the piano. Yet nothing of the kind happened, the
body remaining almost motionless on the stool. Discipline
had mastered it. Paderewski never forgot his audiences
who came, after having bought expensive tickets, full of
expectation; only a fool thinks lightly of his audience.
Theatrical effects played an important part at the end of the
nineteenth century, and Paderewski decided that he could
leave no room for accident or chance.

